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IC/002/01 Crossing the road Getting hit by a vehicle, causing a collision. 

Injuries could be anything from cuts and grazes 

to fatal injuries

Visitors Within the pack there is a 'stay safe' section reminding 

everyone who takes part to take care when crossing the 

road and always cross at crossings 

4 2 8

IC/002/02 Theft When walking through busy areas or not paying 

attention, items could be stolen, especially 

cameras/smartphones as they are likely to be 

out on show while completing the challenge 

Visitors Within the pack there is a 'stay safe' section reminding 

everyone who takes part to take care of strangers when in 

and around London and the potential dangers they pose. 2 1 2

IC/002/03 Walking in crowded area The group may get split up when walking in 

crowded areas or an individual can get lost from 

the group

Visitors Within the pack there is a 'stay safe' section reminding 

everyone who takes part to always stay together as a 

group, ensure everyone has the number of the emergency 

contact and to identify a safe place should they become 

seperated. Girlguiding Members Area is offered as that safe 

place if needed. 

2 2 4

IC/002/04 Uneven ground Walking on uneven ground may cause slips, trips 

and falls causing injury

Visitors All groups to talk to their members about the uneven floors 

and to be careful. 
2 3 6

IC/002/05 Online safety The challenge encourages girls to take pictures 

and video and show the fun they've had on 

social media, there are potential risks around 

online safety, those who do not wish to have 

their photo online could do without their 

knowledge, people may have access to young 

girls through social media because of these 

posts 

Visitors Within the pack there is an 'online safety' section to remind 

those taking part of the precautions they should take. 

2 2 4

IC/002/06 Bad weather Prolonged exposure to the cold and wet causing 

the group discomfort

Visitors Within the Leader's Notes, there are options for where to 

take breaks along the route or terminate the Challenge 

completely. 

2 3 6
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vulnerable Groups etc)
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applicable)

ICANDO London Challenge workbook, pencil, camera (not 

provided)
When Identifying HAZARDS consider:

a) The Task (Who, What, Where, When, How)

b) The environment (temperature, noise, lighting, dust, fumes)

c) Materials, Equipment, and Substances (machinery, tools, chemicals, etc)
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by     

(Date)
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